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that focuses on large GWA studies of clinical psychiatric cases and controls including 

socioeconomic status, parental age, parental smoking behavior and alcohol use during 
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Chapter seven documents the results of several more GWA studies of behavioral and 
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 This 

DISCUSSION

 Moreover, they indicate that a close survey of these children at school age may 

 

 Given the high concordance of 
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issues of confounding. 

 The only other 

 This issue is further complicated 

 many 

possibility one needs to consider seriously.
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 For ADHD, and for 

controls.  This is in contrast to the successes that have been reported for schizophrenia in 

 For bipolar disorder, 

prevalence of the disorder.  As the prevalence of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder is 

 although for e.g. 

been reported. Similarly, for AP and ADHD, involvement of rare CNVs has been observed.

 and the other based on 
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zero.

relevant signal for the disease or trait. With regard to ADHD, ADHD polygenic risk scores 

convincingly bipolar disorder and schizophrenia.
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the popular media, on the validity of ADHD as a clinical psychiatric disorder. Opponents 

children. They argue that there is no clear physical cause of ADHD and that the steep 

consequences.
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for individuals at threshold and subthreshold levels of the disorder.

 

total dataset, enhancing uniformity across cohorts. Once the data have been uploaded, 
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be compensated by the increase in sample size and availability of longitudinal phenotype 

data.

 

of measures of ADHD symptoms in terms of measurement instrument, age and rater. 
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GRM and DE methods, and the outcomes of polygenic risk score analyses. This includes 

scenario  
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in this regard. Papers by Dudbridge et al. and Lee et al. on polygenic risk score analyses 

although they do not address the issue of pruning. With regard to the GRM method, a 

 More of these 

 While each method has 

other studies, one applying a discordant sibling design and another employing an assisted 

 A sibling study found that 

control for familial factors.  Further use of these methods can hopefully contribute to 
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the near future.
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